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We Know What You Did This Summer
by Jennifer Remenchick
The summer group show, a ubiquitous moment in the art calendar, presents an often
shallow arrangement of artworks grouped together with relatively unambitious
intentions, from gallery to museum across the board. Ripe for the uncritical eye,
whimsical pleasure abound, if only the temperature inside the air conditioned gallery
walls could be as high as it is under the Southern Californian sunshine.
Looking back at the tail end of our summer,
and in anticipation of the literal slew of
exhibitions opening this September in Los
Angeles, we reflect on a particular summer
group show in our community that took a
decidedly different route when considering
its content.
No Gallery, a newly opened space in the La
Brea pocket of Los Angeles — along with art
spaces, ltd los angeles and David Kordansky
Gallery — recently closed the doors on its
summer exhibition, At Odds, which focused
Mike Cockrill — ‘Making Faces’, 1999–2019, oil on canvas, 7
1/2” x 64”, image courtesy the artist and No Gallery

“on the normalization of violence and
fetishization of guns in American culture.”
With three major mass shooting events in El
Paso and Odessa, Texas and Dayton, Ohio
occurring during its course, the show’s theme
ran in an unfortunately relevant and dark
direction.
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Carrie Cook — ‘x’s’, 2019, oil on birch panel, 10” x
8”, image courtesy the artist and No Gallery
Joshua Miller — ‘Unity and Apathy, Cruci xes’, 2019,
oil on canvas, 80” x 58” framed, image courtesy the
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Like most group shows, At Odds presented hits and misses, but, much like the extreme
nature of the exhibition’s theme, the gap between the two was of note. Joshua Miller’s
‘Unity and Apathy, Crucifixes’ (2019), a gorgeous assemblage of crucifixion scenes
rendered in a variety of painting and drawing styles, highlighted the disjointed nature
of the psychological trauma that accompanies violence by reading more like an
assortment of sketches than a fully composed piece. On the other end of the spectrum
Mike Cockrill’s ‘Making Faces’ (1999–2019), depicting a small gang of children holding
a gun to a frightened clown’s head, presented a scene far too trite to provoke nuanced
emotions or serious thought.
Fortunately, however, that lack of nuance didn’t carry over throughout the exhibition.
Abstract painterly pieces like Carrie Cook’s ‘x’s’ (2019) provided mental space by
suggesting violence as a dark abyss or murky underbelly, sans the now ubiquitous
presence of human figuration in the painting world. Angie Jenning’s ‘Shamu’ (2016)
presented a less dramatic but no less powerful example of passive violence in its
aesthetically beautiful, emotionally tragic video of the caged “killer” whales of Sea
World.
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What No Gallery was able to do with At Odds is what all politically themed exhibitions
should aspire to: the artworks selected offered a variety of responses and takes on
violence while avoiding a singular voice, unencumbered by press releases that tell us
what to think and how to react. This is, essentially, the difference between art and
propaganda. In this time of extremely divided politics, especially in the United States,
this is understandably but unfortunately an increasingly lost art.
Should art take a political stance or remain open to interpretation? Are there any
exhibition themes that you would like to see curators, galleries and institutions
address over the course of the new season in L.A.? Leave a comment on our Instagram
here.
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